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A piping hot bowl of soup is all you need when the cold sets in. Pull out all the stops with our
decadent Israeli lamb soup or save time and money with a thrifty chicken soup – we’ve made
the hit list, so you can do the rest.  
1. BULKED-UP BUTTERNUT SOUP

Cooking a bulk batch of soup can save time and money, plus there’s very little effort
involved. Need new ways to make it shine? No problem! Perk it up with a couple of our
awesome variations and you’ve got a whole new soup sensation for the family to try!  
Get the recipe for bulked-up butternut soup here.
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2. BEEF AND BEAN SLOW-COOKER SOUP

Hearty, meaty and oh-so-good! We all know the winner goes to low-and-slow soups any day,
and this wholesome beef and bean slow-cooker soup doesn’t disappoint. So if you’ve got the
time, serve it up and enjoy the applause.  
Get the beef and bean slow cooker soup recipe here.
 
3. TOMATO SOUP WITH ANCHOVY BUTTER SOLDIERS
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We’re obsessed with tomato soup – it’s quick, easy on the pocket and soup-er versatile. Have
it ready in a flash or roast your tomatoes low and slow for a richer flavour. Serve it with
anchovy butter soldiers, a swirl of basil pesto or gooey cheese toasties. 
Get the tomato soup with anchovy butter soldiers recipe here.
 
4. TOM YUM SOUP WITH PRAWN TOASTIES
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It’s getting hot in here! This Thai favourite is packed with fragrant goodness and is perfect for
keeping the cold at bay. We’ve kept our broth vegetarian and added an optional prawn toast
instead.  
Get the tom yum soup with prawn toasties here.
 
5. POTATO AND LEEK SOUP WITH A TWIST
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Bring on the rich and creamy, baby! We’ve topped this fave with roasted cauliflower and
nuts, but crispy bacon is a great topping too. 
Get the potato and leek soup with a twist recipe here.
 
6. ISRAELI LAMB SOUP WITH TOMATO PESTO TOASTIES
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We love a little posh nosh now and then, and soup is no exception! Pull out all the stops with
this fragrant lamb soup and make it shine with la-di-da pesto toasties. 
Get the Israeli lamp soup recipe here.
 
7. THRIFTY CHICKEN SOUP
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Why we love this chicken soup: it’s pocket-friendly, delicious and ready in half an hour… need
we say more? 
Get the thrifty chicken soup recipe here.
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